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This keynote was presented at the Kent State University (KSU) Knowledge Science Center (KSC) symposia held in 
Canton, Ohio and Washington, DC. The purpose of these gatherings was to bring together delegates from different 
organizations and disciplines to contribute to the value architecture for a new Knowledge Science Center to be 
sponsored by Kent State University and others. Delegates collaborated to develop scenarios, define capability cases, 
and prioritize the most valuable services and best ways to engage stakeholders in government, industry, academia, 
professions, and civil society.

As the title suggests, this presentation focuses on three aspects of the Knowledge Science Center mission:  knowledge 
science, concept computing, and intelligent cities.  



The mission of knowledge science 
is transformation

• Transformation
• Knowledge
• Concept computing
• Intelligent cities

The thesis advocated by this talk is that the mission of knowledge science is transformation. 

First, we start with an explanation of what we mean by transformation and why transformation should be central to the 
mission of the KSC. 

Second, we share some thoughts about what we mean by knowledge, and more specifically, a computational theory of 
knowledge. 

Third, we overview the current state of knowledge technologies, and more specifically, the emerging paradigm we call 
concept computing. 

Fourth, we discuss development of intelligent cities as a mission for the KSC whose significance is worthy of the 
journey. This discussion includes examples of how the synthesis of knowledge science, concept computing, and 
knowledge management can power the transformation of urban centers into intelligent cities.
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Universe not to scale

What is the transformation?
A thorough or dramatic change in form.

What is transformation?  A thorough or dramatic change in form. The point of the illustration is that it 
appears that transformation is and always has been a pervasive property of our universe. 
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Transformational changes demand different knowledge and changes in architecture. 

Here is a little story to illustrate the point:

A scientist discovered a way to grow the size of a flea by several orders of magnitude. She was terribly excited. After all, 
a flea can jump vertically more than 30 times its body size. She reasoned that a flea this big would be able leap over a 
tall building. Perhaps, there could be a Nobel Prize in this.

When the day came to show the world, she pushed the button and sure enough out came this giant flea, over two 
meters high. But, rather than leaping a tall building, it took one look around and promptly fell over dead. Turns out it 
couldn’t breath. No lungs. Passive air holes that worked fine for oxygen exchange in a tiny flea were useless for a 
creature so big.
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Moral #1: Transformational change demands 
different knowledge and different architecture.

Moral of the story #1:

Transformational changes demand different knowledge and innovations in architecture. 

Transformations associated with networks and computing come with significant changes in scale, complexity, 
connectivity, sense modalities, communication bandwidth, knowledge-intensivity of decision-making, execution speed, 
and environment. 
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Moral #2: Transformational change 
is like a chemical reaction...

Energy of activation

Moral #2:
Transformational change is like a chemical reaction. There is always an energy equation.

For example, to light a match, there is an energy of activation. You have to strike it.
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Moral #2: Transformational change 
is like a chemical reaction

Driving force
Moral #2:
Transformational change is like a chemical reaction. There is always an energy equation.

Secondly, there needs to be a driving force. In this case, once ignited, the phosphorus releases enough energy that the 
reaction continues on its own.
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Moral #2: Transformational change 
is like a chemical reaction

Sustainability
Moral #2:
Transformational change is like a chemical reaction. There is always an energy equation.

Thirdly, there needs to be a source of enough fuel to keep the fire going. In this case, the match stick.



For transformation, huge drivers exist.

• Technologies that will change the world 1000X.
• Smart processes to power multi-trillion dollar 

economic expansions.
• 50X increases in knowledge worker productivity 

attainable by 2030.
• Intelligent cities competing to become vibrant 

cultural and economic centers.

This slide lists four huge drivers for transformation. We’ll visit each of these points in the slides that follow.

The analogy of lighting the match applies to social, cultural, and economic transformations. These consume, liberate, 
and harness energies in new ways. Knowledge science, concept computing and knowledge management together are 
enablers of new categories of capability as well as new levels of performance. Like catalysts, they fundamentally 
reduce the “energy of activation,” resources and time required to get there.
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Knowledge = Theory + Information that reduces uncertainty
The next few slides discuss what we mean by knowledge as well as some basic ideas of a computational theory of 
knowledge.
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This diagram reflects a philosopher's traditional picture and our 
acquired definitions of knowledge.

On the right (in blue) are all observations and measurements of the 
physical universe, the facts that characterize reality -- past, present, 
and future. Within its bounds you find every object, every quantum of 
energy, every time and event perceived or perceivable by our senses 
and instrumentation. This situational knowledge of physical reality is 
“information” in the sense of Shannon. It is a world of singular and 
most “particular” things and facts upon which we might figuratively 
scratch some serial number or other identifying mark.

On the other side (in red) are all the “concepts” or ideas ever 
imagined -- by human's, by animals and plants, by Mickey Mouse, or 
a can of peas. We can “imagine” a can of peas thinking. It embraces 
every mode of visualizing and organizing and compelling the direction 
of our thoughts from logic to religion to economics to politics to every 
reason or rationale for making distinctions or for putting one thing 
before another.

What is the scope of knowledge science?
Everything that has ever been thought or ever can be.

“Knowledge is anything that resolves uncertainty. Knowledge is measured mathematically by the 
amount of uncertainty removed. Knowledge bases are defined by the questions they must answer.

Source: R.L. Ballard

This diagram reflects a philosopher's traditional picture and our acquired definitions of knowledge.
On the right (in blue) are all observations and measurements of the physical universe, the facts that characterize reality 
-- past, present, and future. Within its bounds you find every object, every quantum of energy, every time and event 
perceived or perceivable by our senses and instrumentation. This situational knowledge of physical reality is 
“information” in the sense of Shannon. It is a world of singular and most “particular” things and facts upon which we 
might figuratively scratch some serial number or other identifying mark.
On the other side (in red) are all the “concepts” or ideas ever imagined -- by human's, by animals and plants, by Mickey 
Mouse, or a can of peas. We can “imagine” a can of peas thinking. It embraces every mode of visualizing and 
organizing and compelling the direction of our thoughts from logic to religion to economics to politics to every reason or 
rationale for making distinctions or for putting one thing before another.
At the center, divided between physical and metaphysical (abstract) are in gray all the things and ideas used as 
representations or metaphors for something else -- physical sounds representing language; charts recording time, date, 
and temperature; pits burned in CD-ROMS; logs, journals, and history books. On the abstract side, we have alphabets 
and icons and equations and categories and models. Through these things we attempt to teach, to learn, to 
communicate, to record, to compute, to manipulate, and to integrate our knowledge of all things outside the limits of our 
own being and thinking and existence. 
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As the next internet gains momentum, expect rapid progress towards a universal 
knowledge technology that provides a full spectrum of information, metadata, 
semantic modeling, and advanced reasoning capabilities for any who want it. 

Large knowledgebases, complex forms of situation assessment, sophisticated 
reasoning with uncertainty and values, and autonomic and autonomous system 
behavior exceed the capabilities and performance capacity of current description 
logic-based approaches. 

Universal knowledge technology will be based on a physical theory of knowledge 
that holds that knowledge is anything that decreases uncertainty. The formula is: 

Knowledge = Theory + Information. 

Theories are the conditional constraints that give meaning to concepts, ideas and 
thought patterns. Theory asserts answers to “how”, “why” and “what if” questions. 
For humans, theory is learned through enculturation, education, and life experience. 

Information, or data, provides situation awareness — who, what, when, where and 
how-much facts of situations and circumstances. Information requires theory to 
define its meaning and purpose. 

Theory persists and always represents the lion’s share of knowledge content — say 
85%. Information represents a much smaller portion of knowledge — perhaps only 
15%

What will distinguish universal knowledge technology is enabling both machines 
and humans to understand, combine, and reason with any form of knowledge, of 
any degree of complexity, at any scale.

What is universal knowledge technology?
Knowledge = theory + information that reduces uncertainty.

Source: Richard Ballard

As the next internet gains momentum, expect rapid progress towards a universal knowledge technology that provides a full 
spectrum of information, metadata, semantic modeling, and advanced reasoning capabilities for any who want it. 
Large knowledgebases, complex forms of situation assessment, sophisticated reasoning with uncertainty and values, and 
autonomic and autonomous system behavior exceed the capabilities and performance capacity of current description logic-
based approaches. 
Universal knowledge technology will be based on a physical theory of knowledge that holds that knowledge is anything that 
decreases uncertainty. The formula is: 
Knowledge = Theory + Information. 
Theories are the conditional constraints that give meaning to concepts, ideas and thought patterns. Theory asserts answers 
to “how”, “why” and “what if” questions. For humans, theory is learned through enculturation, education, and life experience. 
Information, or data, provides situation awareness — who, what, when, where and how-much facts of situations and 
circumstances. Information requires theory to define its meaning and purpose. 
Theory persists and always represents the lion’s share of knowledge content — say 85%. Information represents a much 
smaller portion of knowledge — perhaps only 15%
What will distinguish universal knowledge technology is enabling both machines and humans to understand, combine, and 
reason with any form of knowledge, of any degree of complexity, at any scale.
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A theory is any conjecture, opinion, or speculation. In this usage, a theory is 
not necessarily based on facts and may or may not be consistent with 
verifiable descriptions of reality. 

We use theories to reason about the world. In this sense, theory is a set of 
interrelated constructs — formulas and inference rules and a relational model 
(a set of constants and a set of relations defined on the set of constants).

"The ontology of a theory consists in the objects theory assumes there to be." 
-- Quine -- Word and Object, 1960

Theories are accepted or rejected as a whole. If we choose to accept and use 
a theory for reasoning, then we must commit to all the ideas and relationships 
the theory needs to establish its existence. 

In science, theory is a proposed rational description, explanation, or model of 
the manner of interaction of a set of natural phenomena. 

Scientific theory should be capable of predicting future occurrences or 
observations of the same kind, and capable of being tested through 
experiment or otherwise falsified through empirical observation. 

Values for theory construction include that theory should: add to our 
understanding of observed phenomena by explaining them in the simplest 
form possible (parsimony); fit cleanly with observed facts and with established 
principles; be inherently testable and verifiable; and imply further 
investigations and predict new discoveries.

What is theory?
Any conditional or unconditional assertion, axiom or constraint 
used for reasoning about the world.

Claude Shannon

What is theory?
Any conditional or unconditional assertion, axiom or constraint used for reasoning about the world.

A theory is any conjecture, opinion, or speculation. In this usage, a theory is not necessarily based on facts and may or 
may not be consistent with verifiable descriptions of reality. 
We use theories to reason about the world. In this sense, theory is a set of interrelated constructs — formulas and 
inference rules and a relational model (a set of constants and a set of relations defined on the set of constants).
"The ontology of a theory consists in the objects theory assumes there to be." 
-- Quine -- Word and Object, 1960
Theories are accepted or rejected as a whole. If we choose to accept and use a theory for reasoning, then we must 
commit to all the ideas and relationships the theory needs to establish its existence. 
In science, theory is a proposed rational description, explanation, or model of the manner of interaction of a set of 
natural phenomena. 
Scientific theory should be capable of predicting future occurrences or observations of the same kind, and capable of 
being tested through experiment or otherwise falsified through empirical observation. 
Values for theory construction include that theory should: add to our understanding of observed phenomena by 
explaining them in the simplest form possible (parsimony); fit cleanly with observed facts and with established 
principles; be inherently testable and verifiable; and imply further investigations and predict new discoveries.
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Structured information is information that is understandable by 
computers. Data structures (or data models) include: relational — 
tabular formats for data are most prevalent in database systems, and 
operate best for storage and persistence; hierarchical — tree-like 
formats (including XML) are most prevalent in document models, and 
operate best in messaging systems (including SOA); and object — 
frame systems like Java and C# combine behavior with data 
encapsulation, and operate best for compiled software programs.

Semi-structured information is data that may be irregular or incomplete 
and have a structure that changes rapidly or unpredictably. The schema 
(or plan of information contents) is discovered by parsing the data, 
rather than imposed by the data model, e.g. XML markup of a 
document. 

Unstructured information is not readily understandable by machines. Its 
sense must be discovered and inferred from the implicit structure 
imposed by rules and conventions in language use, e.g. e-mails, letters, 
news articles.

What are structured, semi-structured & unstructured information?
Types of data representation that semantic technologies unify.

Examples of data models.

What are structured, semi-structured & unstructured information?
Types of data representation that semantic technologies unify.
Structured information is information that is understandable by computers. Data structures (or data models) include: 
relational — tabular formats for data are most prevalent in database systems, and operate best for storage and 
persistence; hierarchical — tree-like formats (including XML) are most prevalent in document models, and operate best 
in messaging systems (including SOA); and object — frame systems like Java and C# combine behavior with data 
encapsulation, and operate best for compiled software programs.
Semi-structured information is data that may be irregular or incomplete and have a structure that changes rapidly or 
unpredictably. The schema (or plan of information contents) is discovered by parsing the data, rather than imposed by 
the data model, e.g. XML markup of a document. 
Unstructured information is not readily understandable by machines. Its sense must be discovered and inferred from 
the implicit structure imposed by rules and conventions in language use, e.g. e-mails, letters, news articles.
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Value is the foundation of meaning. It is the measure of the worth or 
desirability (positive or negative) of something, and of how well 
something conforms to its concept or intension.

Value formation and value-based reasoning are fundamental to all areas 
of human endeavor. Theories embody values. The axiom of value is 
based on “concept fulfillment.” 

Most areas of human reasoning require application of multiple theories; 
resolution of conflicts, uncertainties, competing values, and analysis of 
trade-offs. For example, questions of guilt or innocence require 
judgment of far more than logical truth or falsity.

Axiology is the branch of philosophy that studies value and value theory. 
Things like honesty, truthfulness, objectiveness, novelty, originality, 
“progress,” people satisfaction, etc. The word ‘axiology’, derived from 
two Greek roots 'axios’ (worth or value) and ‘logos’ (logic or theory), 
means the theory of value, and concerns the process of understanding 
values and valuation.

What is value?
The measure of the worth or desirability of something.
The foundation of meaning.

Source: Robert Hartman, David Mefford, Mills Davis

What is value?
The measure of the worth or desirability of something.
The foundation of meaning.

Value is the foundation of meaning. It is the measure of the worth or desirability (positive or negative) of something, and 
of how well something conforms to its concept or intension.
Value formation and value-based reasoning are fundamental to all areas of human endeavor. Theories embody values. 
The axiom of value is based on “concept fulfillment.” 
Most areas of human reasoning require application of multiple theories; resolution of conflicts, uncertainties, competing 
values, and analysis of trade-offs. For example, questions of guilt or innocence require judgment of far more than 
logical truth or falsity.
Axiology is the branch of philosophy that studies value and value theory. Things like honesty, truthfulness, 
objectiveness, novelty, originality, “progress,” people satisfaction, etc. The word ‘axiology’, derived from two Greek roots 
'axios’ (worth or value) and ‘logos’ (logic or theory), means the theory of value, and concerns the process of 
understanding values and valuation.
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Knowledge representation is the application of theory, values, logic and ontology to 
the task of constructing computable models of some domain. Knowledge is 
“captured and preserved”, when it is transformed into a perceptible and manipulable 
system of representation. 

Systems of knowledge representation differ in their fidelity, intuitiveness, complexity, 
and rigor. The computational theory of knowledge predicts that ultimate economies 
and efficiencies can be achieved through variable-length n-ary concept coding 
and pattern reasoning resulting in designs that are linear and proportional to 
knowledge measure.

“Semantic networks” (entity-relationship) are the most powerful and general form for 
knowledge representation. They model knowledge as a nodal mesh of mental 
concepts and physical entities (boxes, circles, etc.) tied by constraining relationships 
(arrows, directed lines). Relationships describe “constraints” on concepts including: 
(a) logical constraints -- prepositions of direction or proximity, action verbs 
connecting subject to object, etc., and (b) reality constraints -- linking concepts to 
their time, image, attributes, or perceptible measures.

Physical knowledge is Information, or the a posteriori constraints of spatial-temporal 
reality. It includes sense data / measurements, observed or recorded independently 
— often dependent on time, place or conditions observed. Information 
representations include: numbers and units, tables of measurement, statistics, data 
bases, language, drawings, photographic images.

Metaphysical knowledge is rational structure, or the a priori constraint of mental 
concepts & perceived relationships, dictated by axiology, accepted theory, logic, and 
conditioned expectation — expressed as truth, correctness, and self-consistency — 
usually independent of time, place, or a particular reality. Representations include 
computer programs, rules, E-R diagrams, language, symbols, formula, algorithms, 
recipes, ontologies. 

What is knowledge representation?
Application of theory, values, logic, and ontology to the task of 
constructing computable patterns of some domain.

Source: Richard Ballard

What is knowledge representation?
Application of theory, values, logic, and ontology to the task of constructing computable patterns of some domain.
Knowledge representation is the application of theory, values, logic and ontology to the task of constructing computable 
models of some domain. Knowledge is “captured and preserved”, when it is transformed into a perceptible and 
manipulable system of representation. 
Systems of knowledge representation differ in their fidelity, intuitiveness, complexity, and rigor. The computational 
theory of knowledge predicts that ultimate economies and efficiencies can be achieved through variable-length n-ary 
concept coding and pattern reasoning resulting in designs that are linear and proportional to knowledge measure.
“Semantic networks” (entity-relationship) are the most powerful and general form for knowledge representation. They 
model knowledge as a nodal mesh of mental concepts and physical entities (boxes, circles, etc.) tied by constraining 
relationships (arrows, directed lines). Relationships describe “constraints” on concepts including: (a) logical constraints 
-- prepositions of direction or proximity, action verbs connecting subject to object, etc., and (b) reality constraints -- 
linking concepts to their time, image, attributes, or perceptible measures.
Physical knowledge is Information, or the a posteriori constraints of spatial-temporal reality. It includes sense data / 
measurements, observed or recorded independently — often dependent on time, place or conditions observed. 
Information representations include: numbers and units, tables of measurement, statistics, data bases, language, 
drawings, photographic images.
Metaphysical knowledge is rational structure, or the a priori constraint of mental concepts & perceived relationships, 
dictated by axiology, accepted theory, logic, and conditioned expectation — expressed as truth, correctness, and self-
consistency — usually independent of time, place, or a particular reality. Representations include computer programs, 
rules, E-R diagrams, language, symbols, formula, algorithms, recipes, ontologies. 
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What is the integral perspective?
A key to integrating knowledge of different domains.

Source: Ken Wilber, Integral Institute 
& Mills Davis, Project10X
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What is the integral perspective?
A key to integrating knowledge of different domains.
This quadrant diagram depicts four perspectives key to the evolution of knowledge science and concept computing 
products and services. Each quadrant gives rise to different modes of investigation, truth claims, and epistemological 
tests.
I — Subjective: the “I” in UI, how I experience things, the demands on my attention, focusing on my personal values, 
thoughts, emotions, memories, states of mind, perceptions and immediate sensations. 
WE — Intersubjective: the “we” in web, social computing, our lived culture, shared values, language, relationships, 
cultural background, & how we communicate. 
IT — Objective: The world of individual things viewed empirically, anything you can see or touch or observe in time and 
space; like product structure & behavior. 
ITS — Interobjective: the world of systems and ecosystems, networks, technology, government, and environment(s). 
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“The future is already 
here. It’s just not very 
evenly distributed.”

William Gibson

Next, I want to talk about a new paradigm for computing, communications and knowledge. It’s a synthesis of a number 
of ingredients that have been percolating for a while now. We call it “concept computing.”

As Bill Gibson says, this future is already here.  It’s just not very evenly distributed.



We’re accelerating towards 
an Internet of hundreds 
of billions subjects, 
services and things.



We’re not going to get 
there with conventional IT.



We need a technology that 
understands meanings and 
computes directly with 
knowledge models.
Concept computing!
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What is concept computing?
Paradigm shift from information-centric to knowledge-driven 
patterns of computing.

Concept computing paradigm is a:

• Synthesis of AI, NLP, semantic, model-driven, 
mobile, and user interface technologies.

• Solution architectures where every aspect 
of computing is semantic and directly 
model-driven.

• Development methodology where every 
stage of the solution lifecycle becomes 
semantic, model-driven & super-productive.

• Spectrum of knowledge representation and
reasoning, from search to knowing.

• Domain of connected intelligences where 
value multiplies.

The basic IT stack has user interface, application, information, and infrastructure layers. 
The internet has overlaid this with point and click network access to subjects, services, and things. 

Concept computing takes the next step.  A concept plane interconnects and enables reasoning across all layers of the 
IT and internet stacks.

Concept computing represents and processes knowledge about domains, user interface, application functionality, 
processes, information, and infrastructure separately from the underlying IT systems and other artifacts so that both 
people and computers can interpret concepts and put this knowledge to work. 
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What technologies are driving evolution concept computing?
Web, cloud, mobility, social, semantic, perceptive, and AI.

Source: Project10X
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This venn diagram illustrates intersections and convergence of technologies that are driving the next 
internet and the emergence of the concept computing paradigm.
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What makes concept computing different from conventional IT?
Every aspect of the solution is semantic and directly model-driven.

This diagram depicts five aspects of concept computing that we discuss further in the slides that follow. 
Smart user experience
Data semantics
Intelligent decisions
Goal-oriented processes
Autonomic infrastructure
What makes concept computing so different? 
It’s a new paradigm that uses semantic models to drive every aspect of the computing solution. This includes 
processes, data, decision-making, system interfaces, and user experience. 
Also, these direct-execution models power every stage of the solution life cycle—from initial development to operations, 
to ongoing changes and evolution of new capabilities. 
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How are concept computing models different?
They’re declarative and constraint-based. Plus, they’re not separate.

Concept computing modeling is different. It provides a unified environment for creating, managing, and executing all 
types of models. Every aspect of the solution is model-driven, context-aware, and semantic.

How is this different? 
Historically, lots of things have been modeled. 
But, modeling only seemed cost-effective for individual aspects of software applications. 

Going back to the beginning of IT, there was only an application program. It was a deck of cards that gave instructions 
to a computer. It was low-level code.
Over the decades, we began model knowledge about some things separately and take this functionality out of the 
application, so that multiple programs could share it. 

The sequence was something like this: operating systems, then data, workflow, rules, services, and goals.

As modeling evolved, different kinds of concepts required separate tools to model them.
With different kinds of modeling tools came different formalisms and standards.
For example for: data schemas, decisions using business rules, processes flow-charted with BPMN, services accessed 
through APIs. 
Different formalisms and standards result in tools that don’t know about each other and don’t share semantics.
That’s a problem when you want to combine multiple types of models in an application. It gets complicated. 
Often you are obliged to write some code. Other times, you import or export models into other tools, which adds a layer 
of complexity. 

With concept computing this extra work goes away. Different types of models all execute in the same environment. 
Further, there is now hardware designed for concept computing at scale. 
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The first aspect of concept computing we highlight is ‘smart user experience.’ Concept computing enables making user 
experience simpler, smarter and more helpful.  Make my digital life easier, more useful, and more fun.
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Semantic and model-driven user interface design allows implementation of different types of “smarter” user 
experience. 
The progression from lower left to upper right is from fixed tools, to appliances, to advisors, to virtual assistants that 
can complete tasks, to expert agents. 
Increasing knowledge intensivity of the user interface correlates with increase in value.
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Stephen Wolfram IBM’s Watson Tom Gruber

Smarter user interfaces are already coming to the mainstream consumer internet.
Wolfram’s Alpha, IBM’s Watson, and Apple’s SIRI are three examples, and much more is on the way.

Wolfram’s Alpha brings the world of well curated, computable scientific knowledge to the individual via the web. 

IBM’s Watson began as a grand challenge to answer questions on Jeopardy. Now Watson is learning medicine and 
how to act as a helpful advisor to physicians.

Tom Gruber served as CTO for the development of Apple’s SIRI, that understands what you tell it and can marshal 
services to help complete tasks for you.



Consumer expectations will change rapidly. When mobile user interfaces compute with knowledge, the system can 
answer questions, anticipate needs, give advice, and complete tasks. We’ll become angry when that device doesn’t 
understand concepts.
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Something else that is coming to the user experience is systems that learn and get better with use and with scale. 
How? One way is that users teach the system something new, or curate what it already knows. Another way is the 
machine learns by observing behaviors, mining and analyzing data, or sharing machine interpretable knowledge.

This diagram depicts the cycle of learning as it might apply to an individual, an organization, or a product in perpetual 
beta. In a hyper-networked world, business processes capture and process feed back from sensors, users, and other 
systems in order to learn and improve performance.
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The second aspect of concept computing to discuss is semantic data.

If you want to connect and integrate information, the first thing you have to do is integrate what you know about it. 

Semantic web standards are gaining traction as a way of describing different data sources, structures and metadata so 
that they can be linked together. 

Concept computing goes further to put linked data and metadata to work.
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Search to Knowing — Spectrum of Knowledge Representation & Reasoning

Concept computing spans a comprehensive and expressive spectrum of knowledge representation (KR). Not all 
knowledge representation is the same. More expressive KR powers greater reasoning capability.

This figure shows a spectrum of executable knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities. As the rigor and 
expressive power of the semantics and knowledge representation increases, so does the value of the reasoning 
capacity it enables. From bottom-to-top, the amount, kinds, and complexity, and expressive power knowledge 
representation increases.

From left-to-right, reasoning capabilities advance from: (a) Information recovery based on linguistic and statistical 
methods, to (b) Discovery of unexpected relevant information and associations through mining, to (c) Intelligence 
based on correlation of data sources, connecting the dots, and putting information into context, to (d) Question 
answering ranging from simple factoids to complex decision-support, to (e) Smart behaviors including robust adaptive 
and autonomous action. 

Moving from lower left to upper right, the diagram depicts a spectrum of progressively more capable forms of 
knowledge representation together with standards and formalisms used to express metadata, associations, models, 
contexts, and modes of reasoning. More expressive forms of metadata and semantic modeling encompass the simpler 
forms, and extend their capabilities. In the following topics, we discuss different forms of knowledge representation, 
then the types of reasoning capabilities they enable.
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INTELLIGENT DECISIONS

The next aspect of concept computing we highlight is “intelligent decisions.”
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Knowledge
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that	  Know

Systems that make intelligent decisions are systems that know. This slide illustrates how systems that know make 
intelligent decisions. 

Across the top: A system that knows captures authoritative sources as models. The theory or business rules in policies, 
regulations, standards, best practices, etc. combine with factual information to form executable knowledge. An 
inference engine reasons over the knowledgebase to make decisions. 

The diagram depicts a knowledge model used to decide eligibility for multiple benefit programs. Each box is a concept.  
The lines connecting boxes depict relationships. Different types of relationships express constraints (or business rules) 
to be satisfied to arrive at a decision. 

From top to bottom it shows:  
•Goal oriented actions to perform for various benefit programs. 
•Decisions required to take action.
•Rules and necessary conditions for choosing
•Data and calculations require to satisfy those conditions
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Goal-oriented
Process

The next aspect of concept computing we highlight is “goal-oriented process.”

Concept computing impacts a spectrum of process types.

1. Fixed transaction processes follow a preset procedural sequence. Straight-through-processes are like this. So are 
simple workflows and instruction sequences. Trend is to use concept computing (semantic model driven) approaches 
when transaction systems need to be connected across boundaries.

2. Dynamic case management systems process events and rules in order to determine the specific sequence of steps 
to follow to reach a goal in this particular case. Modeling the potential variations can be complicate (for example, like a 
phone tree), or relatively elegant (like a GPS system) depending on how the process gets modeled. Trend is to use goal 
oriented, event driven concept computing approaches for administrative, investigative, and customer facing processes 
that are complex and knowledge intensive. Processes are compact and elegant. They adapt and self-optimize when 
events happen, exceptions occur, and needs change.

3. Emergent projects have an underlying goal-oriented methodology (process model).  However, they address 
problems for which all conditions cannot be pre-defined. Events can occur, which demand definition of a new task, 
methodology and deliverable outcome. The emergent process model evolves (learns) as well as adapts and self-
optimizes.
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Goal-orientation

Constraint-based 
models

Event-driven
inferencing

Context
awareness

Adaptivity

Self-optimization

What makes concept computing processes different?

This slide highlights six ways that concept computing processes differ from conventional approaches.
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Laws
Regulations
Policies
Standards
Best practices

Stakeholders
Organization
Roles
Responsibilities
Relationships

Business rules
Business functions
Formula
Models of pre- & post- 
conditions

Do constraint-based processes scale?
Yes. It is relatively easy to add, combine and manage new constraints.
The computer uses the constraints to compute the best process flow.

With concept computing, you model constraints rather than procedural flows.  The computer figures out the next best 
action, or most efficient route based on context, events, and goals to be achieved.

Constraint-based processes are scaleable and provide economical ways to solve problems that are pretty intractable 
with conventional approaches.
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Concept computing is technology designed to enable businesses to modernize systems, innovate, and transform to 
implement their strategy.
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What is above the line architecture?
It’s how concept computing separates the “know” from legacy systems.

Concept computing implements a different kind of architecture, which we call “above the line” architecture. 

First, it captures manages authoritative sources of knowledge as models. For example the theory or business rules in 
policies, regulations, standards, best practices, etc. What is different is that this knowledge is computer executable as 
well as understandable by people.

Second, this knowledge is used to model processes and controls that establish the operational system.

Third, in execution knowledge models combine with factual information. An inference engine reasons over the 
knowledgebase to make decisions and take actions. 

Fourth the system journals everything -- definitions, data, behaviors, etc. -- enabling a spectrum of measurement, and 
reporting. For example, the system self documents -- a document is just another way of expressing the underlying 
knowledge model.  The system can explain its decisions and actions -- the inference engine can play back how it 
interpreted business logic and data to drive system behaviors.
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How does direct model execution work?

This slide illustrates how direct model execution works. 

Across the top:  Authoritative knowledge gets captured and converted to knowledge models that express the goals, 
business logic, and behaviors of the system. Business logic constrains the behavior of instruments used to present 
information to and from people and machines. 

Across the bottom: An inference engine interprets the models and directs the generation of screens, dialogs and other 
behaviors of the system.
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When is a maze not a maze?
When you have a “process GPS” to tell you the best route.

Concept computing processes are like a “GPS” for processes that is always seeking the best way to reach the 
goal. 

What it is not is a “phone tree” 
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The fastest workflow travels 

the fewest steps, touches the 

fewest hands, and does as 

much as possible for you.

The result is that concept computing processes give you the smartest, fastest workflow -- one that travels the fewest 
steps, touches the fewest hands, and does as much as possible for you.
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Autonomic

infrastructure
The fifth aspect of concept computing we highlight is “autonomic infrastructure.”
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This diagram shows the direction where infrastructure is headed. Infrastructure gets smarter. The trend depicted here is 
from fixed to semantic to autonomic, to autonomous components, systems, and ecosystems. 

Concept computing technologies can solve problems of scale, complexity, function, security, performance & agility. 
IT has reached the limits of what it can do with stacks, object orientation, metadata madness, fixed knowledge 
embedded in code (with no run-time learning), and architected development versus emergent solutions.

Concept computing can overcome problems of integration, interoperability, parallelism, mobility, ubiquity/pervasiveness, 
scale, complexity, speed, power, cost, performance, autonomics, automation, intelligence, identity, security, and ease of 
programming.

Now take a deep breath :-)



Concept 
Computing

Concept computing demands big think. 

What is different is that memory and compute power is becoming a non-issue. Super computing will be everywhere. 
Supercomputing at the edge. In smart devices. In the cloud.  Intel, Nvidia, Cray, IBM, and more. Semiconductor 
companies have supercomputing roadmaps and market plans.

Speaking of technology drivers for concept computing. Look at the two diagrams from IBM to the right. The first says 
we started with tabulating machines and we are now entering the era of smart systems. The second diagram 
identifies four technologies that will have a 1000X impact on capability and performance.  The top one is cognitive 
computing.
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Big companies are beginning to place big bets on smart technologies and concept computing. 

For example, last fall, General Electric came out with a study predicting huge economic growth resulting from the 
Industrial Internet.  The two authors are GE’s top strategist and chief economist. It’s a serious report.

Here is the thesis. Mechanization of work over the past 200 years has resulted in a 50X worker productivity increase.  
The next stage is the integration of machines with computing and the Internet. The result, they predict will be tens of 
trillions of dollars in economic expansion and improved quality of life worldwide.
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Key Elements of the Industrial Internet

Intelligent
Machines
Connect the 
world’s machines,  
facilities, fleets 
and networks 
with advanced 
sensors, controls 
and software 
applications

1

Advanced
Analytics
Combines the 
power of physics-
based analytics, 
predictive 
algorithms, 
automation and 
deep domain 
expertise

2

People at 
Work
Connecting people at 
work or on the move, 
any time to support 
more intelligent 
design, operations, 
maintenance and 
higher service 
quality and safety

3

Note: Illustrative examples based on potential one percent savings applied across specific global industry sectors.  
Source: GE estimates              

Value of the Industrial Internet: The Power of 1 Percent

Segment
Estimated Value

Over 15 Years
(Billion nominal US dollars)

Type of SavingsIndustry

Commercial $30B1%  Fuel SavingsAviation

Gas-!red Generation $66B1%  Fuel SavingsPower

System-wide $63B1%  Reduction in
System Ine"ciencyHealthcare

Freight

Exploration & 
Development

$27B

$90B

1%  Reduction in
System Ine"ciency

1%  Reduction in
Capital Expenditures

Rail

Oil & Gas

What if... Potential Performance Gains in Key Sectors

Here are two slides from the GE report.  

The one on the left identifies three key elements of the industrial internet.  The implication is that patterns of work will 
change and that industrial products and processes will gain a cradle to sunset life history. 

The diagram to the right projects the value of the industrial internet in the form of potential performance gains across 
five economic sectors. This is a minimal projection, but we’re still talking $ billions.



GE’s already taking the industrial internet thesis to the street. 

Their recent TV commercials bring back Agent Smith from the Matrix. This scene is about the interconnection and 
intelligent interaction of machines, software, and healthcare professionals to deliver improved outcomes for patients -- a 
waiting room becomes, just a room.  

One version of the ad ends with agent Smith offering a child a choice of lollypops -- a red one or a blue one.



Intelligent Cities
(transformation that really matters)

Why cities? Applying knowledge science and concept computing to transform our cities is a mission worthy of the 
journey. 

In 2008, the number of people living in urban areas worldwide rose above 50% for the first time, and will rise to 70% 
by 2050, according to the United Nations. The world’s urban population will reach 5 billion by 2030. Using only 2% of 
the entire planet’s land mass, cities today are using 75% of the world’s natural resources and account for 80% of the 
planet’s greenhouse gas emissions. Worldwide, 476 cities have more than one million people living in them today. 
But by 2030, China alone will have 221 such cities, while the U.S. will still have just nine cities with a one million-plus 
population.

Cities are a primary driver of economic growth, innovation and opportunity. They are powerful magnets for highly 
skilled and educated workers and gateways for new immigrants. They are centers of business, generators and 
suppliers of financial capital, important trade hubs for both goods and services, and the focal points of global 
commerce. Cities house substantial infrastructure assets and major institutions that power regional prosperity and the 
nation’s quality of life. Cities are strategic leverage points for strengthening the national economy and competitiveness.  

Cities today face significant challenges including increasing populations, aging infrastructures, and declining 
budgets. Also, cities compete with each other, not only for resources and investments (public and private). They 
increasingly compete to attract certain type of residents and visitors. Forward-thinking cities are taking action now — 
focused on staying competitive, maximizing the resources at their disposal, and laying the groundwork for 
transformation.
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What makes a city great?
Becoming a vibrant cultural & economic hub in our connected global economy. 

51

Operational Efficiencies  
Be the best stewards of our resources and 
talents to make our services best in class in 
terms of efficient operations today and 
adaptability for needs in the future.  

A Safe and Protected City  
As city has to be safe before anything else, by 
both passive and reactive strategies 
enforcement agencies need to work in a 
trusted partnership with the community to 
provide a safe and trusted environment for all  

Develop our Knowledge Capital  
By attracting and developing knowledge 
workers into our city, through the use of 
innovative technologies and a culture of 
lifelong learning we create a virtuous cycle 
and an accumulation of knowledge capital.  

Environmental Quality  
Ensure that our built and natural 
spaces are maintained to the highest 
levels and are enjoyed by the whole 
community.  

Economic Development  
Make our city a great place to create and 
develop a business. Integrate incentives and
services. Provide a place where the fusion 
of human knowledge, technology capacity, 
and capital creates sustainable value. 

Excellent Customer Service  
Provide citizen centric services 
across all of our departments 

or as a multi service combination.  
whether dealing with a single service 

An intelligent city can be defined as a city which systematically makes use of ICT to turn its surplus into resources, 
promote integrated and multi-functional solutions, and improve its level of mobility and connectedness. It does all this 
through participatory governance based on collaboration and open source (i.e., shared) knowledge.

Multiple characteristics go into making a city attractive to citizens and businesses, for example:

•Culture and education
•Employment
•Capital
•Geography and climate
•Demographics
•Accessibility
•Sustainable development
•Social policies
•Infrastructure(s)
•Housing
•Urban planning
•Political governance

According to Richard Florida, cities that will come out on top will be those that fare best in terms of the 3Ts—
technology, talent and tolerance. “For real innovation and sustained economic growth a place must offer all three.”  
Florida adds that “tolerance—or, broadly speaking, openness to diversity—provides an additional source of economic 
advantage that works alongside technology and talent. The places that are most open to new ideas and that attract 
talented and creative people from across the globe broaden both their technology and talent capabilities, gaining 
substantial economic edge.”
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What does an intelligent city need?
A clear strategy and a portfolio of integrated “smart” services.

Source: Accenture
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Intelligent City — An attractive economic and social environment in which 
citizens, companies, and government sustainably live, work, and interact. 

Cities need to deploy common platforms across multiple service layers to drive economies of scope and scale, and to 
generate a unified and coherent ‘customer experience’ for all citizens. This increases the complexity of the urban 
ecosystem of digital services, driving a greater than ever need for effective partnerships and clear sighted orchestration 
to align the large number of stakeholders.

What’s not smart?

First of all, a city is not smart when there is too much of everything in it. An excess of cars, food, water, energy 
consumption etc. is the sign of an unsustainable city defined by inefficiency. Instead, the waste streams and the 
surplus of the city should be used as a valuable input in new production or as a source of energy. The waste of the 
city must be converted and used in sustainable ways. A Smart City turns its surplus into resources.

Secondly, a city is not smart when the different networks, which define it are not able to communicate and function 
together in systems. When the power grid, for instance, is not able to communicate with the electrical devices of the 
city, how can they know when it would be smartest to use electricity? Likewise, when the parking spaces of the city 
are not equipped with smart parking meters, how can car owners know where to go in order to find a parking space? 
Such a city has developed separate solutions to common problems. This does not only lead to a duplication of work, 
but is time consuming and expensive as well. Instead, the solutions of the Smart City must be integrated and multi-
functional.

Thirdly, a city is not smart when the systems and networks, which it contains, are static and immobile. Having to wait 
in long lines of cars during rush hour is not smart. Instead, the mantra should be ‘fewer cars and more mobility’. 
Furthermore, a stagnant city is not just an inefficient city; its lack of flow impedes innovation and creativity among its 
many stakeholders. A high level of mobility and integration allowing people, information, capital, and energy to flow 
together easily characterizes the smart city.

Lastly, a city is not smart when it does not include all its stakeholders in the decision and planning process leading to 
new development. Public authorities, private companies, knowledge institutions and the city’s inhabitants all possess 
valuable knowledge and information about the city. A city which does not make use of the vast amount of valuable 
data is made up of a number of disconnected ‘silos of knowledge’, which do not learn from and inspire one another. 
Instead, the Smart City is based on knowledge sharing and collaboration across all levels of society. It is an open 
source community, where the ideas of one actor can be borrowed, improved and ultimately returned to the 
community by another

A number of issues need to be addressed in order to progress to scaled intelligent city solutions, for example:

•Multiplicity of stakeholders
•Policy uncertainty
•Differences in ascribing value
•Challenges in conveying a vision
•Missing economies of scope and scale
•Lack of business model innovation
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• Regulatory Barriers: Utilities business 
model based on making profits by selling 
more power. Relevant policy drivers 
come from multiple sectors. 

• Informational Barriers: Lack of 
awareness of benefits of open 
information among consumers, lack of 
awareness among “customers” such as 
public officials about how to implement 
alternatives. 

• Lack of Cross Sector Implementation: 
Solutions that can operate across 
domains are still not widely adopted. 

• Financial Barriers: Solutions will 
require sharing risk between public and 
private sectors, to capture “diffuse” 
savings. 

• Unclear Business Case: Often long 
payback periods for efficiency 
investments, lack of incentives from 
developers, owners and agencies to 
invest in smart technologies. 

• Behavior Change Unpredictable: 
Large scale behavior change possible 
when financial incentives are there. 
Citizen and stakeholder engagement for 
developing demand is a key barrier to 
overcome. 

What barriers are to be overcome? 

What sorts of barriers do intelligent cities need to overcome?

This slide highlights some challenges cities face. Cities have a complex political, social, and economic landscape.
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What is different about an intelligent city?
Knowledge-enabled integration of policy, services, data, and operations. 

Public/private
ecosystem

Knowledge models

Physical infrastructure
& legacy systems

Policies & 
services

Smart cities use information and communication technologies (ICT) to be more intelligent and efficient in the use of 
resources, resulting in cost and energy savings, improved service delivery and quality of life, and reduced 
environmental footprint--all supporting innovation and the low-carbon economy.

Key characteristics of an intelligent city include:

• Technological infrastructure and an integrated vision are its foundation 
• Efficiency and quality of service is improved using new technological tools 

• Bidirectional, agile and scalable (up/down) access is enabled among city actors -residents, government and 
businesses 
• A dynamic vision is adopted: change is detected and the city adapts to it in a dynamic fashion, reinventing processes 
• Technology is at the service of the citizen, and its application is adapted to their technological know-how 
• Solutions to new challenges are produced managing knowledge and supporting creative talent 
• Solutions enable access to all residents and make the most of existing talent within connected organizations 
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What is intelligent city transformation?
Change that orients the urban center and its regional ecosystem in a 
new sustainable direction, and aligns people, process, and technology 
to the strategy for reaching these goals.

This slide provides a definition of urban transformation.



What kind of technology 
makes a city smart?

Let’s pause for a second to consider what kinds of technology use make an intelligent city smarter.
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What kind of technology makes a city smart? 

Source: Gartner Hype Cycle for Smart City Technologies and Solutions, 2013

Plateau will be reached in:

less than 2 years
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more than 10 years
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Applications
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Home Energy Management/
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Intelligent Lighting
Smart Fabrics Car-Sharing Services

Water Management
Vehicle Information Hub

Big Data Information Management for Government
Wi-Fi Positioning Systems

Microgrids
Distributed Generation
Integrated and Open Building 
Automation and Control Systems

Master Data Management
Machine-to-Machine Communication Services

Customer Gateways
Mobile Health Monitoring
NFC
Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure

Cloud Computing
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

Communications
Video Visits

Home Health Monitoring
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Consumer Telematics

Location-Aware Technology
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Performance 
Management
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Electric Vehicles

Information Stewardship Applications

Smart City Framework, China
Smart Governance Operating Framework

Smart Transportation
Consumer Energy Storage

Real Time Parking

Sustainability Consulting Services

Agile Workplace Solutions
Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

Consumer Smart Appliances
Information Semantic Services

LBSs in Automotive
Networking IT and OT

Internet of Things

Here is GARTNER’s hype cycle for the smart city. I’ve highlighted a few technologies that appear particularly 
important for the knowledge science center. 

Of course, an intelligent city is more than technology. It is a city that embeds technology into its design and operation.  
It is a city that integrates across multiple infrastructure layers to drive insights, and focuses on smart service 
provision for its citizens and business. An intelligent city employs innovative public and private sector partnership and 
collaboration models.

An important thing about the smart city concept is that it uses intelligent systems to manage common services. The 
infrastructure needs to be sufficiently flexible so that it can be constantly updated—the very essence of intelligent 
technologies is the speed at which they evolve.
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How do intelligent cities give citizens, companies, 
administrators, and investors all they need?

The human capital is in the heart of the process of transformation. Whether people are currently defined as users, 
clients, or citizens, they all provide the vital ingredients which allow innovation to flourish and to be more effective.

The following series of slides illustrate ways that knowledge science, concept computing, and knowledge management 
combine to help make a city smarter. 

All the examples we talk about are real.
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• Help storm displaced people find 
• shelter, food, clothing, health, and jobs

Let’s start with an emergency response scenario and an application that knows how to help people.
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Cellphone Texting:
Call 347-354-2508

Uses GPS to set location,
Or, asks for zip code.

Prompts to enter keyword for 
service needed 

 

(From Web Browser) List of closest resources

1 2 3
How does it work?
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Imagine an emergency such as hurricane Sandy. Nothing is working except the cell phone. 

How can we help people find shelter, food, clothing, and healthcare?  

Just call the number (or click on the app). Key in what’s needed. Get back a list of sources of help organized by what is 
closest to you. 
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Deliver permits entirely online, for over 98% of applications. 
The system asks only the relevant questions because it 
knows the rules and regulations to reach desired outcome.

Process compliance automatically in 90% of all cases online. 
Reduce backlogs and increased fairness throughout the 
system drives economic development.
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Intelligent systems -- examples of what can it mean: 

Guide the vulnerable and needy through the welfare maze. 
Ensure every case has the correct, and most helpful 
roadmap.

Source: Be Informed

The principle of citizen-centric services is to organize the process to make it easy to get what you want. Here are three 
examples that we discuss in more detail in the following slides.
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One-stop permitting:
Removing barriers Over 1Mn Applications.

Consolidated 52 regulations, 
1600 forms & 600 agencies

Objective: to reduce administrative burden 
for citizens and business, improve service, 
and stimulate economic growth, while 
protecting core environmental values.

RESULTS:
Operational cost reduction € 96 M
Administrative burden reduction of 
more than € 70 M in year1
Rated 8.5 out of 10 by its users

Intelligent system features: 
smart forms, dynamic case management, 
customer relationship management and policy 
management capabilities.

Economic
Development
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Source: Be Informed

Smart systems help remove barriers. This example illustrates how the a Dutch agency simplified the process of getting 
permits using knowledge models to integrate 52 different regulations, 1600 forms and the specific procedures of more 
than 600 agencies and jurisdictions. They made it one smart process. 

Instead of citizens having to know all the permits required, and to interact with every agency individually, the system 
first asked what they wanted to do, and based on this, helped them to gain all of the permits required. 

The user experience is simple, helpful. Underneath the models integrate all of the knowledge required. 

Not only does the system save citizens time and money, it saved significant administrative costs and reduced burden 
for the agencies involved.
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Assistance 

Work

A “GPS” for getting through the welfare maze

Source: Be Informed

This slide depicts how concept computing and knowledge models can be used to help people navigate complex 
administrative flows.  For example, people with disabilities may be eligible form multiple benefits. Regulations require 
citizens to re-apply for all programs annually. This was complicated and very difficult for many. 

The solution was to model and integrate all of the knowledge of the regulations for all of the programs and create one 
simple user interface enabling one-stop application, eligibility determination, and benefit fulfillment. Citizens love the 
program. I had an opportunity to talk with the people who manage the solution. They told me that the program had 
expanded from 20 programs to more than 60, not counting local variations. They confirmed that, indeed, citizens found 
the smart system extremely helpful. And, they pointed out other benefits they thought were important. They said that 
they were abled to handle changes and upgrades to the system themselves...that is, by the people who understood the 
benefit programs...and that they were doing this without the need for IT training or involvement.  
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Smart mobile e-benefits:
A “SIRI” to help you get multiple benefits — one-stop self-service, 
questions answered, helpful advice, and virtual assistance. 

Source: Project10X

Business logic/rules
Functional design
User interaction

Semantic metadata

eBenefits K-base

eBenefit services 
& data sets, 

Vet identity services, 
BGS, Corp DB

VA Data Services

Systems used to
answer questions
from Veterans, 

families, &c.

VA Benefit
Requirements

Knowledge... Capabilities reworked... ...with  integrated
web services...

...and call centers leverage
integrated system.

...captured and modeled.

Knowledge Models

Legacy Systems

eBenefit Services

VA Benefit Websites

eBenefits,
VetSuccess

myHealtheVet,
&c.

Law Policies

Goals

Citizen-centric 
Services

Adaptive
Case Management

Smart
Context-Aware

mobile Computing 

Receive
Consider

Decide
Communicate

Inform
Advise
Request
Collaborate

API

API

VA Call Centrers

API

Concept computing for
mobile eBenefits services puts
citizens at the center of the action!

API

Here is another example of what can be done to make smarter services. This pilot was developed to showcase a way 
to help veterans returning to the states and their families get all the benefits they are entitled to rapidly.  At the time, 
Veteran Affairs was being criticized because the backlog was around 900,000 cases.  

This slide illustrates how the knowledge about all of the benefit programs could be captured, integrated and used to (a) 
interface with (legacy) applications and databases, and (b) provide a unified one-stop, smart, helpful mobile e-benefits 
service for veterans and their families that would answer their questions, provide helpful advice, and deliver assistance 
to determine eligibility and take steps to apply for and obtain benefits.  
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Fair, legally compliant enforcement process for property disputes

Source: Be Informed

This slide illustrates a model that defines a knowledge-driven enforcement process for property disputes. It shows the 
process activities and their pre- and post-conditions.



1.  Integra*on,with,mul*ple,data,
sources,

2.  Dynamic,regulatory,repor*ng,
3.  Shared,responsibility,for,

crea*ng,reports,

4.  Merging,data,from,mul*ple,
sources,

5.  Expanded,visibility,of,data,that,
help,user,understand,,adjust,
and,track,tasks,

A Knowledge-Driven Risk Management and Regulatory Compliance Reporting System  

CFTC REQUIREMENTS 

The,Dodd,Frank,and,CFTC,regulatory,environment,requires,a,different,and,dynamic,approach,to,gathering,and,processing,risk,
informa*on,that,calls,for,a,knowledgeLdriven,system,that,links,all,parts,of,the,financial,services,enterprise,engaged,in,swap,
dealing.,Since,business,and,regulatory,changes,in,the,market,will,con*nue,to,be,significant,going,forward,,organiza*ons,will,not,
be,able,to,keep,up,with,new,products,and,compliance,requirements,using,decentralized,and,essen*ally,manual,processes.,
Armed,with,a,clear,vision,of,their,requirements,and,the,capabili*es,that,best,work,for,their,internal,processes,,forward,thinking,
enterprises,can,achieve,solu*ons,that,reduce,the,*me,,burden,and,cost,of,compliance,and,allow,for,solu*on,expansion,across,
addi*onal,applica*ons.,,

VISION OF RISK MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE 
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Be,Informed,is,the,market,leader,in,seman*c,business,applica*ons.,,We,build,advanced,financial,services,enterprise,soRware,
using,a,technology,that,recognizes,meanings,and,computes,with,knowledge,models.,A,suite,of,proven,generic,models,speeds,
development,and,improves,reusability,across,mul*ple,applica*on,domains.,Since,business,knowledge,gets,modeled,in,
business,terms,,business,users,can,make,changes,themselves.,Be,Informed,models,execute,at,every,stage,of,development.,
Users,get,early,access,to,a,working,system.,Collabora*on,allows,capabili*es,to,evolve,quickly.,Development,is,itera*ve,and,
fast.,It,requires,fewer,people.,The,solu*on,“grows,live.”,Making,a,change,,such,as,adding,a,new,regula*on,,or,a,new,product,,
is,faster,than,with,conven*onal,development,,and,less,expensive,to,maintain.,,

Be Informed 

SOLUTION FEATURES 

ROLES 

RMU,
Support,

1,Risk Exposure 
Reports (RERs)  

Quarterly,reports,to,senior,
management,covering,risk,
exposure,of,the,Swap,Dealer,or,
major,swap,par*cipants.,The,
repor*ng,solu*on,should,collect,,
store,and,report,the,data,involved,
in,producing,the,execu*ve,and,
LOB,Risk,Exposure,Reports,in,a,
flexible,database,while,
maintaining,live,linkages,with,the,
exis*ng,data,repositories.,

Complex,,knowledge,intensive,
processes,require,input,from,
several,employees.,Be,
Informed,enables,mul*ple,
people,to,work,on,a,case,at,
the,same,*me,without,
complicated,workflows,,which,
results,in,a,higher,decision,
quality.,The,solu*on,supports,
a,virtual,compliance,
organiza*on.,

2,Model 
Driven The,complete,business,design,

(various,frameworks,,processes,,
rules,,etc),is,expressed,in,
models,,which,directly,execute.,
Each,model,is,defined,in,
business,terminology,
(seman*cs).,This,enables,
business,staff,to,maintain,it.,For,
each,model,,*me,line,support,is,
available.,Upda*ng,the,model,
adjusts,the,applica*on.,,

3,Open Solution 

4,Single Point 
of Definition 

All,models,are,defined,at,one,
central,place.,Defini*ons,of,
business,rules,the,models,
relate,to,each,other.,Once,
defined,each,business,rule,
can,be,used,everywhere,it,is,
relevant.,

5,Dashboards 

Dashboards,provide,roleL
op*mized,progress,
overviews,of,assessments,for,
different,organiza*onal,levels,
(contributor,,RMU,and,RMA).,,
Dashboards,can,display,a,
variety,of,types,of,graphs,and,
tables.,,

6,Single Solution 

The,solu*on,offers,a,single,,
complete,,and,adaptable,
Knowledge,Management,
Repor*ng,System.,It,embraces,
mul*ple,regula*ons,like,the,
CFTC,regula*on.,It,supports,
mul*ple,perspec*ves,(risks,,
controls,,reports),and,provides,
integral,management,of,
planning,,execu*on,,control,
and,improvement,of,
assessments.,

7,Full 
Traceability The,solu*on,offers,constant,

transparency.,Every,control,is,
traceable,to,the,source,(law,and,
regula*on).,An,audit,trail,facility,is,
part,of,the,design,of,the,control.,This,
enables,overview,of,implemented,
regula*ons,at,any,*me.,Also,,the,
solu*on,also,provides,constant,
transparency,for,processes,and,
collabora*on,rela*ng,to,the,
execu*on,of,controls.,For,each,
assessment,a,complete,audit,trail,
exists.,

8,Flexible Reporting 

Reports,are,based,on,models,that,
provide,dynamic,configuring,and,
merging,of,data,to,present,
informa*on,that,conforms,to,
repor*ng,requirements.,In,
addi*on,to,predefined,reports,,
the,solu*on,supports,ad,hoc,
analyses.,

9,Integral 
Maintenance 

Direct,rela*on,between,the,
execu*on,of,a,control,assessment,
and,the,control,design,
represented,in,the,case,file,of,the,
executed,environment,

2,Annual Compliance 
Certification  

An,annual,report,covering,policies,
and,procedures,,their,
effec*veness,,recommended,
improvements,,correc*ve,ac*ons,
and,resource,deficiencies,with,
remedia*on.,The,solu*on,should,
collect,and,store,data,involved,in,
producing,the,CFTC,Swap,Dealer,
and,FCM,Annual,Reports,,and,the,
COO,Cer*fica*on,document.,,,

3,Consolidation of 
Relevant Risk Policies 

The,consolida*on,of,relevant,risk,
management,Policies,and,Procedures,
–,Summary,of,the,Swap,Dealer,Risk,
Management,Program.,,
,
Match,regula*ons,to,relevant,policy,
and,financial,services,enterprise,
policy,and,procedures.,

4,Records of 
Controls 

Detailed,records,of,controls,and,
results.,,
,
CFTC,requires,RMP,distribu*on,
records,–,Ledger,of,RMP,distribu*on,
list,with,details,,and,also,archiving,
of,RMP,records.,Comply,with,
reten*on,requirements,that,may,
vary,by,regulator,and,by,country.,,

5,Certification of 
Results 

CFTC,cer*fica*on,of,Results,for,
Risk,Repor*ng,and,Annual,
Cer*fica*on,–,provide,an,Audit,
trail,for,the,cer*fica*on,process,
related,to,the,Annual,Reports,and,
Risk,Exposure,Reports.,

6,Record of Risk 
Management  

Records,of,Risk,Management,and,
governance,program,changes.,
Change,audit,log,and,approval,
records.,

7,Virtual Organisation 
& Collaboartion 

Risk,Management,Unit,organiza*onal,
structure,is,a,virtual,organiza*on,by,
en*ty,,by,group,,by,func*on.,,
CFTC,requires,roadmap,displaying,
joint,processes,for,data,gathering,,
review,,approval,,and,repor*ng,
among,diverse,organiza*onal,units.,,

8,Transparency 9,Consolidation & 
Publication 

Transparency,to,Gaps,and,
Remedia*on,Plans,–,Visibility,into,
Risk,Management,issues,along,
with,solu*ons,,project,summary,
info,,and,decision,background,and,
ra*onale,for,oversight,,
interpreta*ons,,supervision,,
mi*ga*on,plans,,and,valida*on,
ac*vi*es.,,

SOLUTION BENEFITS 

1,
1.  Unified,collabora*on,plaform,
2.  Full,decision,support,
3.  Comprehensive,case,files,

connect,data,,analyses,,and,
controls,

4.  Help,provided,in,the,process,
5.  Program,and,process,

transparency,
6.  Tracking,accountability,by,user,,
7.  Comprehensive,knowledge,base,

replaces,disconnected,data,

2, 3,Flexibility 

1.  Reusable,services,&,
components,

2.  Adjustable,workflows,
3.  Can,accommodate,different,

frameworks,(legal,,compliance,,
risk),

4.  Maintenance,by,business,staff,
5.  Extendable,to,other,business,

domains,and,departments,

4,
1.  Ac*vity,planning,
2.  Monitoring,by,dashboards,
3.  RealL*me,regulatory,

oversight,across,
assessments,,people,,
processes,,systems,,
organiza*onal,units,

4.  Timely,tracking,of,
assignments,

5,
1.  Immediate,visibility,of,report,

updates.,,,
2.  Task,management,by,plan,

and,priority.,
3.  Cycle,*me,reduc*on,
4.  Unifica*on,of,processes,
5.  Prescrip*ve,processes,
6.  Efficient,use,of,resources,in,

each,knowledge,process,

6,
1.  Controls,related,to,the,

source,
2.  Audit,trails,for,design,
3.  Audit,trails,for,execu*on,
4.  Complete,insight,and,

overview,
5.  Controls,related,to,resources,

7,
1.  Coordina*on,across,

enterprise,en**es,
2.  LOB,ini*ated,changes,

without,overall,
disrup*on,

3.  Centralized,knowledge,
management,and,access,

8, 9,

partn
ers,

partn
ers, 3 2 

partn
ers,

Centr
al,
gov,

tech
nolo
gy,

Integra*on,is,based,on,open,
standards.,Be,Informed,
supports,various,ways,of,
integra*on:,Receiving,xmlL
messages,,SOAPL,or,RestL
service,,JDBCLcalls,to,a,
Rela*onal,Database,
Management,System,and,the,
import,CSVLfiles,and,XMLLfiles,

Flexible.,The,solu*on,will,be,flexible,enough,to,
produce,reports,based,on,arbitrary,criteria,not,
necessarily,known,in,advance.,For,example,,in,
response,to,unan*cipated,regulatory,requests.,

Organic.,The,solu*on,should,grow,organically,
with,Financial,Services,enterprise,Swap,Dealer,
future,needs.,New,rules,and,regula*ons,,
policies,and,procedures,,business,units,,business,
loca*ons,,controls,,reports,,dashboards,,etc.,
may,be,easily,incorporated,in,the,future,without,
requiring,any,significant,system,redesigns.,

Inclusive.,Risk,exposure,data,comes,from,many,
sources,,ranging,from,regula*ons,and,rules,
published,on,websites,to,policies,&,procedures,
manuals,to,report,&,control,spreadsheets,to,
various,databases.,The,system,will,be,flexible,
enough,to,ingest,informa*on,from,all,of,these,
sources.,

Incremental.,The,solu*on,will,be,extensible,in,
an,incremental,,nonLdisrup*ve,manner,to,bring,
in,new,sources,of,external,or,internal,data,,to,
collect,new,informa*on,from,users,,and,to,
incorporate,addi*onal,workflow,processes,and,
report,displays.,

Contextual5and5Personalized.,Risk,managers,,
Compliance,team,members,,business,unit,
compliance,officers,,employees,,and,other,
stakeholders,should,deal,only,with,the,risk,
informa*on,relevant,to,their,job,func*on,and,
current,repor*ng,needs,

Opera:onal.,The,solu*on,should,link,users,with,
func*onality,for,efficient,collabora*on,,directly,
*e,in,with,collabora*on,,draRing,,approval,,
anesta*on,,and,other,steps,that,involve,risk,
management,ac*vi*es.,

Reusable.,The,solu*on,should,leverage,financial,
services,enterprise,specific,,reusable,soRware,
components,on,which,staff,will,be,trained.,
Extending,,modifying,,and,enhancing,this,soRware,
will,in,the,future,be,a,task,that,can,be,
accomplished,by,risk,management,staff.,

Consolida*on,and,publica*on,of,
Risk,Management,Policy,and,
Procedures,rela*ng,to,Swaps,
Dealers,–,Summarize,process,and,
results,related,to,policies,and,
procedures.,,

TARGET OPERATING MODEL 
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1,Collaboration 

Open% In%Progress% Completed%

Define,Report,,
workflow,

Create,sec*on,Statement,,
of,Risk,Exposure,,

Review,sec*on,Statement,,
of,Risk,Exposure,,

Generate  
Risk Exposure Report,

Define%repor3ng%%
workflow%

Review section Metrics 

Review section Market  
Risk Tolerance Limits 

Create section Market  
Risk Tolerance Limits 

Create section Metrics 

Collect,%gather,%fill%in%and%calculate%data%for%the%RER,%review%the%different%sec3ons%and%
generate%the%report%

Approve 
Risk Exposure Report,

SCENARIO Generate a quarterly Risk Exposure Report 

RMU,
Administrator,

RMU,
Lead,

RMU,
Staff,

1.  Automated,
collabora*on,

2.  Increased,produc*vity,
3.  Increased,capacity,
4.  Accelerated,throughput,
5.  Improved,result,quality,
6.  Reduced,opera*ng,costs,

1.  Capacity,accommodate,
new,regula*ons,and,
changes,rapidly.,

2.  Founda*on,for,total,
management,of,risk,and,
compliance,across,the,
enterprise,

RMU,
Lead,

Regulatory%
authori3es%issue%
regula3ons.%

Compliance%%lead%receives%
regula3ons,%analyzes%
impacts,%priori3zes%
changes,%and%defines%data%
needs.%

Staff%model%regula3ons%in%
terms%of%controls,%risks,%and%
reports,%including%integra3on%
with%data.%

%If%necessary,%staff%add%
specific%new%workflow%
types.%

Leads%plan%the%controls,%risks%
and%reports%for%each%
accountable%repor3ng%period%
and%accountability%domain,%and%
no3fy%assignees.%

Staff%execute%assessments%
according%to%the%the%dynamic%
workflow%plan.%Contributors%and%
reviewers%collaborate%on%the%same%
assessments%and%reports.%%

Reviews%detect%ineffec3ve%
controls,%resul3ng%in%
change%
recommenda3ons.%

If%necessary%remedia3on%of%a%
control%takes%place.%

Administrators%aggregate%
contribu3ons%for%reports%%for%
approval%and%transmission%to%the%%
management%board%and%
regulators%

Dashboards%provide%roleJop3mized%views%of%
progress%with%drillJdowns%to%take%ac3on.%The%
workplace%gives%management%
comprehensive%%insight%and%overview%of%
regula3ons%and%accountable%repor3ng%
periods.%
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Governance, risk, and compliance: reducing burden

This slide depicts a knowledge-driven risk management and regulatory compliance reporting system, such as would be 
used by a bank to comply with Dodd-Frank regulatory requirements. If you look closely you will see that the basic 
architecture is identical to what was shown for the above-the-line architecture in slide-39.
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Multi-tax solution — Intelligent process integrates laws & regulations 

Source: Be Informed

This slide illustrates a basic operating model defining an intelligent process that integrates the laws and regulations for administering 
different taxes. Concept computing provides a path forward for rapid modernization and for enterprise transformation.



Special	  thanks	  to:	  

www.beinformed.com

The examples just shown are all real.  They illustrate the power of knowledge science, concept computing, and 
knowledge management being applied to make smart enterprises and intelligent government.

What I want to emphasize here is the size of the life cycle benefits that are achieved with these new technologies and 
methodologies. 

Development is typically 3 to 5 times faster and less labor intensive. Concept computing gives enormous leverage here. 

Operating costs are less. In these examples the operating costs were lowered by around one-third.

A major benefit of concept computing is that changes and upgrades to a solution are dramatically faster and less labor 
intensive. Typically, 5 to 10 times faster.



How can the Knowledge Science Center 
best serve businesses, government, 

academia, professionals, and citizens?
This is the question we are here to explore together. The following slides highlight a few thoughts I recommend we 
keep in mind as we work to define scenarios and value propositions for KSC stakeholders.   



Integrate knowledge science, 
knowledge technology, and 
knowledge management.



Transform information 
and communication technology 
(ICT) practices through 
concept computing.



Transform the productivity of 
knowledge, knowledge work, 
and knowledge workers by 50X.



Empower cities and their 
regional ecosystems to 
compete and grow as vibrant 
cultural and economic centers.



Assist formation of and 
transformation to industries, 
professions, and governance 
for the knowledge economy.
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Let me close with a cautionary slide from the movie Prometheus...
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Thank you

Mills Davis
Project10X

Washington, DC USA

mdavis@project10x.com




